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Abstract 

 

The Development of a Prototype High Energy Neutron Multiplicity Detector 

 

by 

James Patrick Hynes III 

Bachelors of Science in Physics 

University of California, Santa Barbara 

Harry N. Nelson, Advisor 

 

 This work describes the design and construction of a prototype high energy 

neutron multiplicity detector and preliminary results from operation at sea level. A 

neutron flux of order 1e-5 (cm
2
s)

-1
 was measured and the multiplicity histogram was 

fit to a calculated expected multiplicity.  This expected multiplicity was calculated 

based on work done by Nakamura et al in measuring neutron flux as a function of 

energy and work done by Raul Hennings in measuring multiplicity as a function of 

energy. The high multiplicity tail is larger than expected, indicating that other 

physical processes affect the results. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Dark Matter Hypothesis 

The first evidence for dark matter came in 1933 when Fritz Zwicky applied 

the virial theorem to the “intracluster medium”, the hot gas at the center of galaxy 

clusters.  In his studies, Zwicky calculated a mass 400 times greater than the observed 

mass. Although Zwicky proposed the idea of dark matter, most scientists did not view 

the subject seriously until about 40 years later when the velocity as a function of 

radius curves were measured for several galaxies.  These curves showed that the outer 

stars were not slowing down as much as would be predicted based on the amount of 

visible matter present. This discovery combined with earlier evidence convinced most 

astrophysicists that most of the matter in the universe is “dark matter”. 

The most obvious alternative hypothesis is that the theory of general relativity 

is flawed and does not work well at large radii. However, no one has been able to 

come up with a new theory that can account for all of the observations without being 

ad hoc. The simplicity of general relativity makes it unlikely that a simpler theory that 

accounts for all these observations exists. This is especially hard to believe since it 

looks like the concentration of dark matter varies by galaxy.  For theses reasons, most 

scientists now agree that dark matter exists. 

 

1.2 CDMS Experiments 

The Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) is a series of experiments 

conducted in search of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). Since WIMPS 
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only interact through gravitational and the weak forces, they are very hard to detect. 

These experiments are performed in an underground laboratory in the Soudan Mine 

located near Tower, Minnesota. By conducting the experiments underground, 

scientists are able to escape the high cosmic ray flux at the surface of the earth.  

The WIMP detector is composed of germanium and silicon with a layer of 

metal at the surface. Since phonon detection requires temperatures near absolute zero 

(due to the fact that otherwise thermal phonons dominate the signal), the detector 

must be cooled to around 40 millikevin. When a WIMP passes through the metal 

layer, it causes a vibration within the metal by hitting one of the atoms. The detector 

detects these nuclear recoils by the phonons emitted as well as the ionization. The 

ratio of ionization energy to phonon energy is used to discriminate between electron 

shell recoils and nuclear recoils. This allows recoils from charged particles to be 

vetoed from the results. While the results from CDMS II have put the most sensitive 

limits on WIMP mass, they have been negative so far. The current level of sensitivity, 

however, is cutting into the region in which some theories predict WIMPS. 

 

1.3 Problem of Background Noise 

Unfortunately, neutrons can also produce nuclear recoils. These recoils can be 

difficult to separate from WIMP signals. High energy (>50MeV) neutrons are 

produced by muons in the last few feet of overhead rock. These neutrons can make it 

through the shielding of the detector and cause neutron spallation within the shielding 

(Figure 1.1). These lower energy neutrons can then find their way into the detector 
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and cause nuclear recoils. The goal of our research is to quantify this background 

noise by measuring neutron multiplicities due to high energy neutrons. 

Figure 1.1:CDMS Neutron Background 

 

2 Neutron Detector 

2.1 Design 

2.1.1 Mechanical  

The detector is a black acrylic box (40cm by 40cm by 80cm) with two 8” 

Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) on the top surface. The random firings of the PMTs 

make it necessary to have at least two PMTs per tank because the background rate is 

too high without requiring both PMTs to fire at the same time. The cost of the PMT, 

however, does not scale linearly with area; the fixed cost per PMT dominates. The 
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insides of the tank are lined with 0.25” thick sintered halon mounted on dovetail 

grooves. The inside of the box is filled with DI water which is purified further up to 

15 Megohm*cm. Gadolinium Chloride (GdCl3) and “G-salt” are added at 0.02-0.2% 

by mass and 1-5ppm (2ppm and 0.04% were used for these data).  This box sits in a 

larger light tight aluminum box (30" by 60" by 36") and rests on an aluminum table. 

Directly underneath the water box is a 2400lb stack of lead (30cm high*40cm*80cm). 

Outside the aluminum box is a water purification system, which includes a deionizer, 

UV laser, and 0.2uM filter. The water purification system is run to clean the water 

prior to adding the GdCl3 and G-salt. 

 

 

Figure 2.1:System Overview 
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Figure 2.2:Integrator Board 

 

2.1.2 Electrical 

The signals from the PMTs are fed into Ray's integrator board, which fans out 

a copy of each pulse. The copy of the pulse is sent to another module that fans out 

another copy. One set of pulses is fed into discriminators with 30mv thresholds and 

then into a logical AND.  This is then fed through a long delay line. The other set of 

pulses is sent to discriminators with 500mv thresholds and then into a logical OR. 

The output of the OR is sent into a module that stretches the pulse to 100us and 

inverts it. We then AND the logical AND of this inverted and stretched pulse with the 

output of the other AND. The output is then sent into the custom trigger board which 
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opens a time window (specified by a labview GUI) on the first pulse in. It then counts 

pulses until either the clock runs out or it reaches a specified number of pulses (also 

specified through labview). In the latter case, the output line drops until the time 

window is over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3a and 2.3b:LabView GUI and Trigger Module 

This output pulse then triggers the handiscope ADC.  The other copy of the 

logical AND between the two PMTs is then fed into a pulse stretcher and then one 
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channel of the handiscope.  The other channel of the handiscope looks at the output of 

the integrator.  The computer monitors this integrated pulse since it better represents 

the energy in the pulse by accounting for the pulse width.  

The PMTs output pulses whenever a photon hits their photocathode, as well as 

randomly at a rate of ~1khz. PMT pulses caused by high energy neutrons are 

expected to come from both PMTs nearly simultaneously and in groups of several 

pulses within around 80 µs.  Although pulses due to other photons come from both 

PMTs, they only come in groups by coincidence (the math for this is covered in 

Section 4.1).  Pulses due to random firing, however, only by coincidence emerge from 

both PMTs within a half microsecond of each other.  Then it takes another 

coincidence on top of that to fully look like the pulse train from a high energy 

neutron.  At high multiplicities, this leads to a high signal to noise ratio. The 

remaining background can be subtracted out by either measuring it without the GdCl3 

or by measuring the singles rate and computing the background, depending on exactly 

what one counts as 'background'.  In simple terms, the electronics checks that both 

PMTs agree that there is a pulse, and then waits for groups of pulses to show up in a 

small time window.  

When there is large PMT pulse, there are often many more pulses that follow 

the big pulse that do not correspond to light hitting the cathode. This is known as 

“after pulsing” and is caused by helium and/or neon atoms (that diffused into the 

PMT) ionizing and slamming into the cathode after being accelerated by the electric 

field. These pulses can be above threshold, especially after summed with noise.  
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Although they are not perfectly correlated with the after pulsing in the other PMT, 

there are enough small pulses following large pulses (which do coincide very closely) 

that there are often two pulses that cross threshold close enough in time to make it 

past the AND. We did not veto these on our first run and got a large amount of 

multiplicities in the range of 20. Vetoing is now done by sending a copy of the pulse 

into a high discriminator threshold, stretching and inverting the pulse, and requiring 

an AND between that and the delayed signal. This means that the large pulses 

accompanied by pulses that occur 100 microseconds afterwards do not trigger the 

device. 

 

2.1.3 Software 

 The trigger module is controlled through Labview using a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI).  The GUI is fairly straight forward in that it just consists of sliding 

controls for the time window and the required multiplicities.  Every time it is run, it 

writes the required multiplicity and time window to a text file. 

 The data acquisition and analysis were performed using Matlab.  The pulse 

heights and times are calculated by a Matlab script that reads in an array of voltage 

amplitudes and finds the maximum of the difference between the n
th

 and (n-2)
th

 terms.  

The program then returns the difference and the index converted to time.  In a 

separate script, the multiplicity is calculated by looking at the logical AND of the two 

PMTs.  A pulse is counted every time the signal transitions from low to high. 

Unfortunately, it does not know to count multiple pulses if the pulse stays high for 
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more than two 200ns bins.  Since the input pulses are 220ns wide, occasionally one 

pulse will occupy two bins. 

 

2.1.4 Theory 

The high energy (>~50MeV) neutrons pass through the water box and strike 

the lead pedestal below. This liberates several lower energy neutrons, many of which 

make it into the water box after possibly reflecting off of the lead below. These “low 

energy” neutrons still have around 50keV of kinetic energy. The cross-section of Gd
+3

 

is fairly low at energy this high, so the neutrons must bounce off water molecules 

around 7 times until the energy is low enough to get captured on gadolinium. Neutron 

capture on gadolinium releases gamma rays. This gamma ray Compton scatters off an 

electron, which ends up moving at >c/n and generates Cherenkov radiation. The 

energy of Cherenkov radiation is mainly in the ultra violet range, where the quantum 

efficiency of the PMTs is low. To increase the signal, we insert a wavelength shifter 

called “G-salt”. The G-salt absorbs photons in the UV spectrum and then re-emits 

them in the visible range. These photons bounce off the diffusely reflective walls until 

they either hit the PMT (p ~50%) or get absorbed along the way. The PMT signals 

create a trigger when a user variable amount of neutrons are detected within a short 

time window. 
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2.2 Optimization 

2.2.1 Light Collection Efficiency 

Most of my work has been in optimization. The overall performance of the 

detector depends on its ability to capture the neutrons on Gd, capture the light 

emitted, and trigger on the PMT signal.  The efficiency of the light collection can be 

crudely separated into thee components where Fp = the fraction of light to hit PMT 

on any given bounce, Fa = the fraction of light absorbed in other ways, and the 

quantum efficiency,  

   (2.1) 

Fp can be approximated by the ratio of the PMT cathode area to the total 

surface area of the box under the assumption that the initial light source does not 

prefer some sections of area to others. The gamma emission is isotropic, but the 

neutron captures do not have to be uniformly distributed since the neutrons enter from 

the bottom and are captured after ~7 bounces. This term is easy to control since 

bigger PMTs increase Fp, so the decision just relies on an economic cost-benefit 

analysis.  

The reflectors can either be diffuse or specular. Our first detector made use of 

specular reflectance. Photons that did not hit the PMT would pass through the clear 

acrylic walls and either reflect back in through Total Internal Reflectance (TIR) or 

escape, hit the reflective mylar, and get a chance to re-enter the water. A Winston cone 
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was also used to further concentrate the light.  

Since muons come predominately from straight above, especially when 

triggering by a muon telescope, specular reflectance and Winston cones can 

outperform diffuse reflectors. Since we know something about the direction of the 

photons, we can set up the mirrors in such a way that most of them get pointed at the 

PMT. The Winston cone lets us trade positional entropy for angular entropy; we know 

something about the angle, so we can capture photons from a larger area than that of 

the PMT photocathode. 

It may seem like specular reflectance could leave us worse off, since we can 

imagine paths that never lead to the PMT. It also may seem possible to come up with 

a clever arrangement of mirrors that can help one do better than diffuse, but it turns 

out that is does not matter. We don't have to do extremely ugly integrals to settle this; 

fundamental physics prohibits it. In the case of high energy neutrons, we know very 

little about where the capture will occur and know nothing of the orientation of the 

emitted gamma.  Therefore, we know nothing about the orientation of the Cherenkov 

photons, and even if we did, we'd lose the information when it gets absorbed and re-

emitted by the wavelength shifter. Since Louisville’s theorem proves that the volume 

in phase space is conserved (leading directly to the second law of thermodynamics), 

we can not do any better with specular reflectance given the same overall reflectance. 

A simple proof by contradiction shows that if we did, we would be concentrating 

radiation and could generate a temperature difference from which we could extract 

useful work from a uniform temperature source. This would violate the second law of 
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thermodynamics, which shows that it can not be done. Since we can not do 

predictably better, we cannot do worse.  If we could do worse, we'd move the PMT 

and do better. Therefore, the only thing that matters is the overall reflectivity of the 

walls. The same argument makes Winston cones useless. The photons gained by the 

increased area are offset by the photons lost due to the decreased angle of acceptance.  

It turns out that the best reflectance we can find over the range of interest is halon 

powder. Sintered halon was chosen since it is nearly as good and can be used for side 

panels.  

 

Figure 2.4: Light Collection Efficiency vs. Effective Reflectivity  

Fp is fairly small so the signal would be very low without some attempt to 

redirect these other photons into the PMT.  This means that the walls of the detector 

should be reflective so that the photon bounces and has another chance to hit the PMT 
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instead of being absorbed by the walls or exiting.   

Fa is important to optimize but it is a more complicated engineering problem. 

Fa can basically be split into the halon loss and the water loss. In the limit of high 

effective reflectivity (the fraction that is absorbed per bounce, including water loss), a 

small decrease in reflectivity can mean a huge decrease in light collection efficiency. 

The difference between 96% reflectance and 95% reflectance is a 25% increase in the 

light lost per bounce.  The difference only increases after multiple bounces (.96
n
 

.95
n
=.01

n│more), since the higher order terms are positive. A small difference in 

halon reflectivity or water clarity can dramatically change the number of bounces the 

PMT has to detect the light, so considerable work was done to optimize these. 

The higher the signal strength, the fewer events we miss. The discriminators 

can be set such that they trigger 80% of the time a single photon hits the PMT, but 

more light can mean clearer signals and less dropped pulses. A stronger signal also 

gives a larger separation between neutron captures and some types of background. 

 

2.2.2 Water Optical Clarity 

The optical clarity of the water is also a significant factor in detector 

performance and design. High clarity allows for longer optical path lengths (loss per 

pass goes as e
(-αx)

 according to Beer’s law) for a given loss per pass, as well as allow 

less loss per pass. The highest optical clarity is obtained with pure water.  Since 

impurities can only absorb light, we tried a few methods to ensure we start with the 

purest water. 
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The first method was a reverse osmosis filter from Costco. This system 

contained a cotton filter, a carbon filter, a reverse osmosis filter, and then another 

carbon filter strung in series. The last filter was added “for taste”, so we removed it 

from the line. The required pressure was high for our pumps and the waste water was 

a problem. With this system, we could not get resistivity very high. 

The next system was a de-ionizing system. The deionizer has a built in 

resistivity checker as well as an ultraviolet laser that kills bacteria. The system also 

came with a 0.2 micron filter that we did not end up using. The flow rate of the pump 

is around 1liter/minute, so our 80 liter detector has a time constant of roughly 1h.  

The resistivity coming out of the DI is very near 18megaohm*cm, the resistivity of 

pure water.  After a weekend of purifying, the resistivity of the water measured 

around 7megaohm*cm. The laser significantly reduces the apparent purity of the 

water based on resistivity. Upon further examination, this only happens when the 

laser is plugged in.  This means that the laser is ionizing impurities so that they can be 

removed with the deionizer.  When the laser is bypassed/unplugged, the resistivity 

climbs to 15megaohmcm, which works out to about 50-60 ppb. Since both the 

deionizer and the laser are bypassed, this is the resistivity of the water in the detector. 

The ultrapure water did not lead to significantly different muon spectra than 

the 1megaohm*cm DI water from the tap.  Keeping water extremely pure is fairly 

difficult, as ultrapure water is a pretty good solvent. Air exposure will dissolve CO2 

from the air, which dissociates into carbonic acid and lowers the resistivity. 
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2.2.3 Halon Reflectivity 

The walls of the detector are lined with sintered halon, which is a white 

Teflon-like powder that is sintered into almost foam like sheets. The sheets are fixed 

to the detector walls via dovetail grooves. The sintering was done within the group.  

The reflectivity of the halon constitutes most of the light loss, especially in the small 

scale prototype, so it is important to obtain the highest reflectivity possible.   

Constructing a reflectivity measuring apparatus turned out to be more difficult than 

anticipated.  As mentioned earlier, a 1% change in reflectivity corresponds to a much 

larger change in efficiency, so measurements need to be precise. 

 

Figure 2.5: Reflectivity Meter 

The apparatus consists of an aluminum box with a PMT and LED with a spot for a 

halon swatch. The amount of light reflected to the PMT depends linearly on area and 

is also sensitive to the position of the halon. These led to unacceptably high errors, so 

a mask was implemented to fix the position/area.  Initially, we just used the 
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oscilloscope set to average pulse heights to measure the signal, but this also proved 

insufficient. Later measurements were taken with the DAQ. 

The LED is fed directly from the 50ohm function generator. The pulse is set 

up to have a 0v baseline, pulse up to 5v in 5ns (the minimum time), stay high for 

100ns, then drop low and repeat at 200hz.  8000-20000 events are taken after giving 

the PMT five minutes to settle down from being exposed to light when switching 

swatches. The mean of the dataset is taken to be the measurement.  The distribution 

has a square-like top due to timing uncertainty. The DAQ has a 5MHz sample rate, 

which means that the time of the peak is uncertain to 200ns. Since the amplitude of 

the pulse decays fairly linearly with short time, this translates into a roughly flat 

uncertainty in pulse height. The Gaussian tails are from the other noise such as 

integrated electronics noise, as well as real fluctuations in the number of photons 

emitted by the LED. 

We did tests to find the optimal sanding procedure to increase the reflectivity 

of the halon. Our chosen procedure involved using a series of sand papers with 

increasing grit from 220grit to 400grit to 2000 grit to polishing film. The conclusion 

was that polishing significantly increased the specular reflectance without harming 

the diffuse reflectance. We decided to use this method since all reflectance is created 

equal. The majority of the reflectance, however, comes from the diffuse component. 

Since the accuracy of our tests is limited, it is possible that a small decrease in diffuse 

component comes with polishing, but is just undetected. With that said, polishing the 

halon may well be a waste of time. 
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The halon was ordered from different companies for the full scale detector so 

tests were done to determine its reflectance compared to the initial batch of halon. 

Unfortunately, the results were inconsistent and only repeatable to the 5% level, 

which is close to worthless. Also, the new halon sheets are thinner than the old ones.  

This difference in thickness changes the geometry enough to invalidate the 

conclusions. To fix this, we tried stacking them on top of each other so that the total 

height should remain unchanged. This method, however, lowered the signal to barely 

above background. After jury-rigging the setup to accommodate the increased height, 

the results were not repeatable to within usable precision. 

The halon was then tested through a second method using a digital camera.  

This method involves taking a picture of several halon swatches placed in the sun side 

by side. After opening the image in Photoshop, the histogram function is used on each 

square of halon. This gives the mean of the distribution to great precision, as there are 

on order of 100,000 pixels per swatch.  The distribution for the blue pixels is the only 

distribution analyzed since it is closer to the frequency distribution of our Cherenkov 

radiation and G-salt light source. The median, however, is only given to 8 bit 

resolution, but is probably a better indicator than the mean.  This is due to the fact 

that a few dark pixels will significantly lower the mean but will not change the 

median significantly. The dark pixels are not representative of that type of halon since 

they are likely due to dirt. Preliminary data says that the new halon is better than the 

initial batch, though this is likely due to the old sample getting dirty. The test must be 

done after a fresh sanding to achieve meaningful results. 
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2.2.4 Wavelength Shifter 

The Cherenkov radiation spectrum around the visible portion is roughly 

proportional to frequency, with most of the energy in the ultraviolet. Since the PMT is 

sensitive to roughly visible wavelengths, most of the energy would be wasted without 

a wavelength shifter.  Carbostyril and “G-salt” were used to solve this problem. 

Carbostyril was found to be slightly cloudy and more difficult to dissolve. It also 

provided less of an increase in light. Due to these reasons, we decided to use G-salt at 

around 1-2ppm. The muon peak shifted up by a factor of about 2.1 compared to no 

wavelength shifter and there was no additional increase after 1ppm of G-salt. 

 

2.2.5 Gadolinium Concentration 

Mark Vagins put a 2 liter container of Gadolinium loaded water in the middle 

of Super Kamiokande and plotted the fraction of neutron captures on Gadolinium as a 

function of Gadolinium concentration (Figure 2.6). Their detector has a very limited 

Gadolinium loaded water portion and a large clean water portion. At first we used 

0.2% Gadolinium Chloride (GdCl3) by weight, to be sure that most of the neutrons 

are captured. Although his prototype only held 2 liters, our detector holds 70 liters 

and the actual detector will be even larger. This increase in volume allows a lower 

concentration to provide a greater number of chances for the neutrons to capture 

before wandering out.  The capture cross-section for Gd
3+

 is orders of magnitude 

higher than that for hydrogen. So even at a low concentration, hydrogen isn’t much of 

a competitor. The main concern is the possibility that some neutrons worry may be 
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lost without capture.  In an attempt to decrease this loss, we tried stepping up the Gd
3+

 

concentration slowly but found no increase in rate between 0.02 and 0.04% 

Gadolinium Chloride, by weight.  The optimum concentration is not critical since 

most of the neutrons are captured and extra Gd
3+

 does not cost much in terms of light 

absorption. 

 

Figure 2.6: Neutron Captures on Gd vs. Concentration 
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2.2.6 PMT Voltage 

  The gain of PMTs is exponential with voltage. With the discriminator 

threshold, integrator gain, and handiscope range fixed, the PMT voltage was chosen 

to be high enough such that we trigger on almost all neutron captures.  It was also 

chosen so that it would not be high enough for us to lose the ability to look at muons 

for recalibration and, more importantly, not high enough to unnecessarily introduce 

additional low level noise. For these reasons, the PMT voltage was chosen to be 

1350v. 

Figure 2.7: PMT Gain Curve 
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2.2.7 Electronics 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Electronics Block Diagram 

 

The electronics chain has several values that can be changed. These include 

the discriminator thresholds, discriminator time windows, integrator gain, pulse 

width, and several types of possible delays.  The discriminator low threshold was 

chosen to be 30mv since this is the lowest value possible with these modules.  The 

low end was chosen since higher voltages lead to additional after-pulsing and increase 

the possibility of a light leak destroying a PMT. The pulse width was set to 50ns 

because of the fact that shorter values would occasionally fool the trigger module.  
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The discriminator high thresholds were set to 500mv. This was calculated to be above 

most neutron captures and was measured to be low enough to catch all pulses that 

cause unacceptable after-pulsing (mostly muons). Pulses below 500mv still cause 

some after-pulsing, but it is not a concern since they are far enough below threshold. 

The OR of these pulses is inverted and stretched to 100us. Most after-pulsing 

occurs in the first 20microseconds or so, so 100us catches all of it without a 

significant decrease in live time. The copy of the pulses (joined by an AND) that go 

to the handiscope are stretched to 220ns. This is the maximum width possible with 

the module we're using and it is sufficiently long. The handiscope checks the voltage 

every 200ns, so a setting of 220ns ensures that it will show up at least once (and 

occasionally twice). The integrator gain is fairly non-critical as well since the 

handiscope has a fixed 12-bit resolution and can be rescaled. The problem is over-

constrained with two easily modified variables. The gain is 15 volts/nanocoulomb. To 

measure the integrator gain, a known charge was injected by a step voltage through a 

series capacitor and the output voltage was measured. 

 

2.3 Calibration 

2.3.1 Muon Calibration 

Muons deposit a fixed amount of energy per centimeter of water into 

Cherenkov radiation. This makes them a suitable benchmark for comparisons. By 

triggering on the AND of three scintillation panels, we can trigger on muons that 

passed through all three and are therefore close to vertical. This lowers the angular 
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variance which then lowers the path length variance and results in lower signal 

voltage variance. The peak of this distribution should be constant over time so any 

shift can be attributed to changes in the detector. 

The muon peak shifted down about 20% after moving it from the fifth floor of 

Broida to the ground floor in the high bay. After investigating the situation, it was 

found that the only difference was the orientation of the detector. We soon realized 

that the magnetic field of the earth caused electrons to arc away from the dynode 

structure instead of towards it, resulting in a loss of gain.  The single photoelectron 

peak, however, remained unchanged. Due to this effect, our detector can also be 

considered a complicated, yet crude, compass. 

 

2.3.2 LED Pulser 

The LED pulser provides another way of testing the change in light collection 

efficiency. The pulser is simply an over-the-counter function generator set up to 

create short square pulses that are fed directly into a blue LED. The LED was 

optically coupled to plastic fiber by drilling into the resin that the LED is potted in, 

applying index matching grease, and then sticking in the fiber directly. The plastic 

fiber optic cable is sent to a feed-through in the aluminum box and then into the 

detector. Since the halon is not perfectly opaque, the fiber does not fully penetrate the 

halon.  This design prevents a tiny loss in effective reflectivity. 
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Figure 2.9: Single Photoelectron Peak 

 

The single photoelectron peak was used to measure the gain by pulsing the 

LED for a short enough period of time that photons would not usually come out. 

Since the rate of photons is governed by Poisson statistics, usually only a single 

photon comes out during each instance of photon emission. The mean of the pulse 

height distribution gives the mean voltage per photoelectron. After backing out the 

integrator gain, we get the average unitless PMT gain. This distribution is measured at 

several voltages. Once the voltage is too low to get a clean single photoelectron peak, 

additional photons are sent in to get larger pulses. The new signal voltage/pmt voltage 

line is then spliced onto the line produced by the single photon peak. 
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3 Data 

The detector was run for 62785s above the lead pedestal and for 39161s 

moved to the side of the pedestal. 

 

Figure 3.1: Raw Multiplicity Data Histogram 

 

 

4 Analysis 

4.1 Live Time 

 The live time is measured by starting a counter when the trigger is enabled, 

and reading off the value when an event occurs. These times are summed for the total 

live time 
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 Unfortunately, an error in the Matlab script prevented us from finding accurate 

live time measurements. The live time can be estimated by matching the 'no lead' 

measurements to the accidental Poisson statistics. Poisson statistics can be used to 

predict accidental multiplicities from a completely random noise source, one for 

which the probability of the next pulse coming within delta T is conditionally 

independent from all the other pulse times. Poisson's distribution is given by 

       (4.1) 

The value of the function is the probability of observing exactly k occurrences where 

the expected number of occurrences is lambda.   The expected number of occurrences 

in some time window, lambda, is equal to the rate multiplied by the width of the time 

window. The number of observed occurrences, k, is one less than the number of 

multiplicities, n, since the time window starts on the first pulse.  

               (4.2) 

The rate of accidental coincidences is therefore: 

          (4.3) 

Figure 4.1: Accidental Rate 
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 The distribution of accidentals is not truly random. The rate wanders 

slightly (Figure 4.1). The effect of the slight wander is amplified at high multiplicities 

because the r
n
 term dominates the 1/(n-1)! term, since r >>n. The size of the effect can 

be easily calculated by just plugging in values for r and t. The fractional increase 

corresponds to values of 705hz and 715hz for r and a value of 80e-6 seconds for t 

(Figure 4.2). 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0.0134 0.0277 0.0423 0.0571 0.0721 0.0873 0.1027 0.1184 0.1342 0.1503 

 

Figure 4.2: Upper Bound on Fractional Error of Accidental Multiplicities 

 

 The estimate of the error is very conservative since the mean drifts 

significantly less than the 10hz used in the calculation and the true expected 

accidental rate differs by less than the peak to peak drift from the accidental rate 

predicted by the mean rate. Even under these pessimistic assumptions, the error is 

only 15% at multiplicity 10, which is quite small on a log scale.  The live time was 

backed out by matching the accidental rate predicted by Poisson statistics to the 

measured rates when away from the lead. 
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4.2 Missed and Faked Multiplicities 

Figure 4.3: Poisson and Measured Multiplicities Away From Lead 

 

The measured rate of multiplicity 3 coincidences is 91.9% of the predicted 

rate, giving an estimate of 91.9% live time. The Poisson fit is decent at low 

multiplicities.  With the difference between the rates of n = 3 set to be equal, the 

difference between the rates for n = 4 works out to 17 events out of 734 predicted. 

Since the standard deviation is 27, the measurement fits the prediction to within one 

sigma. The n = 5 measurement and prediction are 19 and 10, respectively. Using the 

Poisson distribution to find the exact probability of finding a result at least this high 

gives a mere 0.17%, indicating that there is a real difference that cannot be attributed 
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to coincidence.  This difference, however, is small (2e-004Hz). The predicted count 

for multiplicities greater than 5 is less than one, and, with the exception of one event 

at n = 9, the measurement is 0.  

 

Figure 4.4: Neutron Multiplicity With Background Correction 

Multiplicities are sometimes undercounted by the Matlab script (Figure 4.4). 

The data run was set up to trigger on 3 events in 80uS, yet the bins for 2 and 1 are not 

empty. The reason for this is that the time resolution of the handiscope is only 200ns, 

and receives 220ns wide pulses. The trigger board, however, is not discretized and is 

fed 50ns wide pulses. When two pulses are sufficiently close together, the handiscope 

counts it as one pulse but the trigger counts it as two, causing it to trigger. 
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Occasionally this will happen twice in the same time window and it will be 

undercounted by two. 

Figure 4.5: Time Between Events In Gd Loaded Water 

When data is taken while the detector is not over the lead, the histogram looks 

much like the predicted accidental rate with some undercounting. Since the accidental 

rate is fairly low (<<1 expected event in 80us time window), a decent approximation 

is that the probability distribution is uniform over the time window. Under this 

assumption, the probability of a given pulse not being counted is the probability of 
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the pulse falling within a 200ns time window starting 0-220ns after the first pulse 

(depending on how the initial pulse lines up with the handiscope sampling time) 

divided by the effective time window. This effective time window is just 80us/n.  On 

average, the pulses must be spaced 80us/n apart, since the total window is 80us = 

80us/n*n. It is worth noting that the probabilities are not conditionally independent of 

the probability of another pulse undercounting. If one pulse is undercounted, they are 

essentially 'grouped' together in time, making it look more like one pulse. This means 

the effective time window is conditionally dependent on previous undercountings.  

Since this causes a non-binomial distribution, the problem is quite ugly. 

One simple way to check this is to come up with two Poisson distributions; 

one to predict the number of pulses the trigger modules sees and one to predict the 

number of pulses the handiscope counts. The first distribution uses λ = rt, while the 

second uses λ = rt-r*200ns. The sum of the difference between these (normalized) 

distributions of multiplicity 3 and up should be the number of pulses that end up 

being counted as 2 or 1. The fact that there is significantly more undercounting than 

this (the best fit is λ = rt-r*1500ns) suggests that there is something strange going on.  

Additionally, this is only a check on the sum of the number of pulses counted as 1 or 

2 and does not specify the ratio. 

Artificially high multiplicities have also been measured on two occasions. The 

more serious source of overcounting was after-pulsing, which would create real 

multiplicities of pulses of about 20, but these pulses would not correspond to any 

light and certainly are not from neutrons. Vetoing after strong pulses eliminates this 
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problem. 

The other source of over counting was in the trigger board. The internal clock 

of the counter on the board was only 30MHz. When two pulses would come within 

33ns, it would fool the counter and output 3 or more. The solution to this problem 

was to widen the pulses and/or use a faster counter. 

 

4.3 Expected Multiplicities 

Using data presented in the paper “Sequential Measurements of Cosmic-Ray 

Neutron Spectrum and Dose Rate at Sea Level in Sendai, Japan” on the neutron 

energy spectrum and Raul Hennings's Monte Carlo simulation on neutron 

multiplicity, we put together an estimate of expected multiplicities (Figure 4.6) 

Figure 4.6: Neutron Energy Spectrum (as measured by Nakamura et al) 
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Figure 4.7: Measured/Fit/Predicted Multiplicity Spectrum 

 

Raul Henning’s figure was mapped out with DataThief and fit to a split 

Gaussian (Figure 4.7). The mean and left-hand side standard deviations were both fit 

to lines. Since the right-hand side standard deviation could not be fit to a line, it was 

fit to a quadratic. Although it has three points and three free parameters, the fit is not 

over constrained and the real curve could very well be non-parabolic.  

The neutron energy distribution was also mapped out with DataThief. The 

expected multiplicity spectrum was then found by summing over single energy 

multiplicity spectra with appropriate weighting. The resulting spectrum is plotted in 

magenta (Figure 4.7). 
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 (4.4) 

The multiplicity spectrum from Raul's analysis uses 100cm thick lead and 

counts every neutron to emerge from the top surface. Our detector uses thinner 

(30cm) lead, which allows more neutrons to escape through the bottom, and we 

cannot observe every neutron that leaves the surface. An attempt to compensate for 

this was made by summing over the predicted multiplicity spectrum multiplied by a 

binomial distribution where 'p' is the conditionally independent probability of 

observing a neutron. 

 (4.5) 

The probability of detecting a given secondary neutron is roughly 

conditionally independent given the location of the primary neutron interaction. This 

can be explained by the fact that the secondary neutrons do not know the fate of the 

other secondary neutrons once they are released.  The neutrons are, for the most part, 

non-interacting and there is no causal mechanism to transfer information from one to 

another. However, the probability of detecting a given secondary neutron is dependent 

on where the primary neutron interacts with the lead.  Therefore, the probability is 

dependent on the interaction location so one would not expect the distribution to look 

binomial. 
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The conditionally dependent effects are geometry dependent and cannot be 

more than crudely adjusted for without a Monte Carlo simulation.  A crude estimate 

of the probability of detecting secondary neutrons was plotted as if it were 

conditionally independent. This exercise was performed to get a check on the overall 

rate.  It can also be used to check how close the shape of the curve is to the 

measurement since we do not know quantitatively how much the probability differs 

from conditionally independent.  

Under the assumption of conditional independence, probabilities multiply. The 

probability of detecting a secondary neutron was separated into five multiplicative 

factors.  These factors include: the probability that the neutron would emerge from 

the surface of our lead given that it would emerge from the top surface of a 200cm 

square of lead , the probability that a neutron would emerge from the top surface 

given that it would emerge from 60cm deep lead, the probability that the neutron 

would enter our detector given that it emerged from the top surface, the probability 

that the neutron gets captured given that it enters the detector, and the probability that 

we detect the neutron given that it is captured. 

The first two factors were approximated (0.375±0.07 and 0.65±0.1, 

respectively) using a figure from Raul's paper and estimating the fraction of the flux 

that would be contained by our smaller lead block. The probability of entering the 

detector given that it exits the top of the lead was approximated by the area ratio of 

the detector to the gaps. The spatial and angular distribution in the diagram makes 

this look like a plausible approximation. The error bars were estimated by a 
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conservative 1” uncertainty in the separation, which is intended to account for non-

uniform flux over area. The estimate came out to 0.64±0.3.  

The next factor came from the fact that the average neutron’s first interaction 

is about one interaction length in.  This means that it can escape if the first bounce 

nearly reversed the direction and if the length to the next collision is greater. From 

this, we roughly estimated 0.9±0.05.  The last factor is estimated to be around 

0.9±0.05 since all of the gammas would have to be concentrated in solid angle away 

from the detector in order for the neutron to not be detected.   

The overall probability of detection came out to 0.126±0.035. This line is 

plotted in blue in the figure below, with the error bars in dashed blue. The green curve 

is the predicted multiplicity given large lead block and probability of detection p = 1. 

The data has a tail that is not fit to a single binomial folding of the multiplicity 

distribution (Figure 4.8).  

There are two possible explanations for this trend in the data.  As noted 

previously, the real distribution is not expected to be conditionally independent-only 

independent given the location of the primary neutron interaction. Therefore, a better 

prediction could be made by integrating over all areas with different binomial 

coefficients. The black curve shows a very crude next step in this direction (Figure 

4.8). The black curve is the same as the blue curve with 0.5% of the area 100% 

efficient at detecting neutrons (and renormalized). For such a crude method, the fit is 

not that far off, which makes it seem likely that the proper integration of binomials 

will fit the distribution.  The other obvious explanation is that there are other physics 
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processes being detected, such as hadronic showers. Even with the data fitted to the 

black curve, the events at multiplicity 20 and above are unexplained, so these are 

presumed to be caused by showers. 

The data and prediction are shown normalized to the rate of multiplicities per 

square centimeter per second. The value for each multiplicity represents the 

conditional probability of observing multiplicity m given a neutron hit. Normalization 

of the prediction was accomplished by normalizing the spectrum so that the sum over 

multiplicities is equal to one.  It was then multiplied by the total flux measured by 

Nakamura et al.  

Figure 4.8: Measured/Fit Multiplicity Spectrum 

The data was normalized to counts/cm
2
s by taking the total number of events 

at each multiplicity, dividing by the detector area (80cm*40cm), and then dividing by 

the total run time. The percentage of live time was assumed to be 100 for this 
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normalization to give a lower bound. Since the estimated live time is 95% of the total 

run time, the difference is small.  The error bars were then calculated by taking the 

square root of the total multiplicities+1, and then dividing by the same normalization 

factor.  

The predicted accidental rate given by Poisson statistics is converted from 

counts/second to counts/cm
2
s by dividing by the detector area. A conservative 

estimate of the error in the predicted accidental rate was calculated by taking the 

difference in multiplicity rate when given two different rates that are separated by a 

rough upper bound of believable wander (Figure 4.1). The error percentage is then 

multiplied by the normalized rate to obtain normalized error bars. 
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Accidentals in the data were compensated for by subtracting the accidental 

rate and taking the square root of the sum of the squared error bars. The data 

resembles a 'convex smile' while the predicted values form a 'convex frown'. One 

possible explanation is that there are conditionally dependent inefficiencies in the 

neutron detection that cause the shape to vary 'non-binomially'.  An example of this 

would involve neutrons hitting the edge of the lead, causing them to be sent away 

from the detector. Another possible explanation is that the higher multiplicities are 

caused by something other than groups of neutrons produced from high energy 

neutrons. The three events at multiplicities of 20 and above are many standard 

deviations above the predicted rate for neutron multiplicities, and are likely caused by 

different physics processes. 

 

Figure 4.9: Large Pulse Afterpulsing 
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It is important to note that the input to the trigger module (red) is blanked out 

for the first portion of this trace (Figure 4.9).  The signal is blanked out for 

100microseconds after a >500mV (before the integrator) pulse. This means that there 

was a large pulse about 10 microseconds before the start of the window. The trace 

also includes a large negative baseline due to undershoot from a large pulse. It is 

possible that the large pulse is a muon since muons give off about 10 times more light 

than neutron captures. The rest of the pulses may actually be neutrons. 

Figure 4.10: Rate vs. Time 

 Figure 4.10 shows the event rate as a function of time into the run for 

several of the runs taken. The rate of events is fairly stable over periods of night, and 

begins to wander starting between 9 and 10AM. There does not seem to be a 

correlation between rates on weekdays and weekends; the wandering section of the 

blue trace was recorder on a Saturday. Although we only have two runs during the 

day, one shows a steady rate. 
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5 Conclusions 

 The prototype high energy neutron detector built successfully detected 

high energy neutrons.  The detected high energy neutron flux roughly matches the 

predicted flux from earlier literature. Without a Monte Carlo simulation, it is 

impossible to know the efficiency of the device, and therefore we cannot know 

precisely how well our measurements fit with earlier data. The detector appears to 

have also picked up other processes at higher multiplicities, which are speculated to 

be hadronic showers. The level of undercounting is also greater than predicted, 

indicating there is something we don't understand, but this only causes a less than 5% 

effect. 
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